The Albion Chandelier seems far too ethereal to be made of wrought iron, but that is the material this white chandelier is fashioned from. The Albion is so smoothly covered in a gesso white finish that it reads like it has been sculpted from a pliable material.

Price: $1,881
Was: $2,090

DESCRIPTION

The Albion Chandelier seems far too ethereal to be made of wrought iron, but that is the material this white chandelier is fashioned from. The Albion is so smoothly covered in a gesso white finish that it reads like it has been sculpted from a pliable material.

DIMENSIONS

31"W x 31"D x 33.5"L

CONDITION

Not Yet Made - Made To Order

BRAND

Currey & Company

MATERIALS

Wrought Iron

SHIPPING

Estimated In-Home Delivery to 97818 - $299

LISTED BY

Marjorie Skouras Design LLC in Merida Centro, YUC

SELLER REFERENCE NUMBER

9000-0255

CHAIRISH REFERENCE NUMBER

3385285

PRODUCT URL


Contact us at support@chairish.com